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Why are we talking about this and 

how did we get here?

� Currently there are ~16 various regional efforts and 
counting

� NESCAUM Needs Assessment – survey efforts to id needs 
and priorities

� Identified High Priority Needs:
� Undertake/identify vulnerable infrastructure/conduct 

vulnerability assessments.
� Provide information to help convince the public that climate 

change is “happening” 
� Provide additional resources: financial and staffing 
� Increase staff capacity with limited effort
� Provide leadership to change barriers created by federal 

regulations



CCSC creates a central access point for 

data, information, and tools

� 16 various regional efforts and counting

� climate work spans sectors and government agencies

� building resiliency will require involvement by 
additional sectors and groups

***As climate and environmental coordinators, we need 
to provide these disparate groups with meaningful and 

consistent data, information, and tools.***



Need for Clearinghouse
� Put necessary science and technical information into hands 

of practitioners

� Create coordinated access to knowledge base 

� Create accessible, personalized and user-friendly climate 
science info

� Build linkages with existing data; portal serves as an interface

� Focus on technical and science needs to enable effective 
planning and implementation of resiliency efforts in the 
region

� Identify vulnerable infrastructure/conduct vulnerability 
assessments.



http://www.sapdesignguild.org/

How are we doing it?

Test



CCSC learned from other sites

� Reviewed EPA, NOAA, USDA, CalAdapt, CAKEx, ESIP, 
StormSmart

� Determined that:

o resources need to be curated

o search functions need to be more intuitive

• maps need to be more interactive, contain more layer 
options, and incorporate multiple scenarios

• There is also a need to put resources into the planning 
context.





Identify the 

Problem



CCSC Sectors







CCSC Build-Your-Own Map



CCSC Data Products



Document Repository



CCSC Search Function



CCSC builds linkages with existing data; 

portal serves as an interface



CCSC continually soliciting and 

incorporating feedback

� Sector Expert groups

� End-user testing

� Beta phase with full site functionality as we continue to 
build content



CCSC could be a regional resource with 

state specific portals

� Current website focus in solely on New York but the 
site creates a template and develops functionality that 
could be used outside New York.

� Many aspects are relevant across the region

� Back end and middleware are flexible enough to 
accommodate tailored front-ends

� Other states have invested in tools that could be 
linked/leveraged in this site


